Securely extend your network.
Improve productivity with
Anywhere, Any Device access.

The “office” is no longer a physical

There is a clear trend towards providing

location. Mobile workers are accessing

greater flexibility for how workers access

the corporate network from a range of

the network, from enabling personal

mobile devices. More employees are

devices to offering a choice of end points.

working from home and expecting the

 A recent Gartner survey found that

same tools they have at work. Major
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corporations like Suncorp Metway have

mindshare amongst US, Germany and

embraced the concept of “Bring Your

UK-based IT managers, with 10-12%

Own Device”, xYOD or COPE – enabling
staff to work on any device.

of users already using their own
technology
 Over 80% of organisations will support
personal iPads and 50% expect their
organisation to purchase them in a
survey conducted by Citrix (over 80%
will purchase and use the iPad for
business).
This brings significant benefits to
businesses, including reducing the Total
Cost of Ownership of providing and
supporting a laptop by 15-25% and
improved productivity. It also generates
greater employee satisfaction.
However, it does bring a different set of
risks and challenges that the IT department
needs to address through appropriate
policies and security framework.

“There are major changes happening in the
world of personal computing devices which
are prompting corporate Australia to rethink
its approach to managing its IT
environments.”– Blake Dawson

Let Logicalis help you make your employees be more productive.


Review or develop a security policy that enables an enterprise mobility policy (employer
or employee provided devices) or a transition to a virtual desktop computing envirronment



Extend your Disaster Recovery capabilities by allowing employees to securely access
the network and continue working remotely (such as from home) in the event of a disaster



Enable mobile devices such as tablets to access the network securely, with full managed
solutions that deliver any applications to any device.

